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a b s t r a c t
In everyday interactions with others, people have to deal with the sight of a face and sound of a voice at the
same time. How the perceptual system brings this information together over hundreds of milliseconds to
perceive others remains unclear. In 2 studies, we investigated how facial and vocal cues are integrated during
real-time social categorization by recording participants' hand movements (via the streaming x, y coordinates
of the computer mouse) en route to “male” and “female” responses on the screen. Participants were presented
with male and female faces that were accompanied by a same-sex voice morphed to be either sex-typical (e.g.,
masculinized male voice) or sex-atypical (i.e., feminized male voice). Before settling into ultimate sex
categorizations of the face, the simultaneous processing of a sex-atypical voice led the hand to be
continuously attracted to the opposite sex-category response across construal. This is evidence that ongoing
results from voice perception continuously inﬂuence face perception across processing. Thus, social
categorization involves dynamic updates of gradual integration of the face and voice.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Upon encountering others, we rapidly glean a variety of information. Most important, perhaps, are social categories, such as sex, race,
and age (Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). Most research on social
categorization has focused on visual features, such as facial cues, with
little attention paid to auditory features, such as vocal cues. Recently,
however, vocal cues were shown to give rise to categorical judgments
and stereotypic inferences of others, and these inferences are
sensitive to within-category variation (Ko, Judd, & Blair, 2006), as is
seen with facial cues (Blair, Judd, Sadler, & Jenkins, 2002). Thus, like
the face, the voice plays an important role in social categorization.
How information from the face and voice is combined to categorize
others, however, remains poorly understood. Previous work has
provided clear evidence that perceivers do combine facial and vocal
inputs. For instance, when a face appears sad but is accompanied by a
voice that sounds happy, perceivers consistently report seeing the
face as more happy than it really is. This remains true even when
participants are instructed to disregard the voice (de Gelder &
Vroomen, 2000). Furthermore, congruency between vocal and facial
features tends to make person perception more accurate and efﬁcient
(for review, Campanella & Belin, 2007). Very few studies, however,
have examined face–voice integration in social categorization.
Recent research investigating the real-time social categorization
process has found that facial cues trigger multiple partially-active
social categories (e.g., male and female) that simultaneously compete
over time to gradually stabilize onto ultimate construals (Freeman &
Ambady, 2009; Freeman, Ambady, Rule, & Johnson, 2008; Freeman,
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Pauker, Apfelbaum, & Ambady, 2010). Such work suggests that social
categorization is a dynamic, integrative process. Both the masculine
and feminine cues on a particular face, for instance, are dynamically
integrated over time to form ultimate judgments of sex-category
(Freeman et al., 2008). Although multiple facial cues may be
dynamically integrated over time, such cues are all within the same
sensory modality. It remains unclear how cues from different sensory
modalities, such as those bombarding the visual and auditory systems,
integrate across the social categorization process.
In line with a dynamic continuity account (see Freeman et al.,
2008), we propose that the biases of another person's sensory
information (e.g., facial, vocal, and bodily cues) converge the moment
they become available in the input to weigh in on multiple partiallyactive social category representations, and these parallel representations settle onto ultimate judgments across a process of continuous
competition. Ongoing voice-processing results, therefore, should
integrate with ongoing face-processing results over time. If true,
processing of sex-specifying vocal cues should exert a temporally
dynamic inﬂuence on face processing across construal. This would be
consistent with evidence for recurrent interactions between the visual
and auditory cortices and top-down feedback from higher-order
multimodal cortices (e.g., Ghazanfar, Chandrasekaran, & Logothetis,
2008; Kreifelts, Ethofer, Grodd, Erb, & Wildgruber, 2007).
It is difﬁcult to directly test the face–voice integration process in
humans. Although electrophysiological studies have determined the
earliest moments at which brain activity may be inﬂuenced by the
presence of cross-modal information, it remains unclear how after
these moments, the processing of another's face and voice is
integrated over time. To shed light on this face–voice integration
process, one would beneﬁt from a technique that could monitor how
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the actual perception of a face–voice percept evolves over time and
how each sensory source contributes to that evolution. Here, we use a
computer mouse-tracking technique to track in real-time how voice
processing weighs in on resolving facial ambiguities. We examine this
in the context of perceiving a target's sex, whose face–voice
integration was shown in prior work (Masuda, Tsujii, & Watanabe,
2005; Smith, Grabowecky, & Suzuki, 2007).
By measuring hand movements, we can assess how face and voice
processing temporally integrate. Previously, hand movements were
used to explore the processing dynamics of a face's sex (Freeman et
al., 2008). On each trial, participants categorized the sex of a face by
moving the cursor from the bottom-center of the screen to click on a
MALE or FEMALE response located at the top-left and top-right corners.
When presented with sex-atypical male and female faces (bearing a
mixture of masculine and feminine cues), mouse (hand) movements
showed a continuous attraction toward the opposite sex-category.
This is evidence that the mixture of masculine and feminine cues
triggered a continuous competition between male and female
categories, which gradually settled onto ultimate judgments. Here,
rather than examine how multiple facial cues are integrated, we test
whether cues across different sensory modalities are integrated by
such a dynamic competition process.
Study 1
By looking at instances in a mouse-tracking paradigm where there
is a conﬂict between a category triggered by facial cues and an
opposing category triggered by vocal cues—and how these might
compete with one another over time—we can measure how
information from the face and voice is merged together. So long as
participants' hands are in motion while face–voice processing is still
ongoing, the dynamic face–voice integration we predict would be
evidenced by the hand's continuous attraction toward the opposite
sex-category response in instances where, although the face is
categorized as the correct sex, vocal cues partly suggest the opposite
sex.
Method
Forty-one individuals participated for partial course credit. Face
stimuli were 10 male and 10 female faces computer-generated to be
slightly sex-ambiguous. Voice stimuli were 2000 ms clips from 10
males and 10 females selected to be naturalistic for a ﬁrst-impression
encounter (e.g., “My family's origins are pretty interesting.”). These
were morphed to be sex-typical (e.g., masculinized male voice) or
sex-atypical (e.g., feminized male voice) by manipulating the formant
ratio. Full details on the stimuli are provided in the Supplementary
methods.
Each face was presented twice in the experiment, accompanied by a
same-sex voice (once sex-typical and once sex-atypical). Voice stimuli
were randomly paired with face stimuli (without replacement).
Participants were instructed to categorize the face's sex (and only use
the voice if it could help resolve the face's sex, as correct responses were
based on the face). To begin each trial, participants clicked a START button
at the bottom-center of the screen. The face then appeared in its place,
and the voice began playing. Participants categorized by mouse-clicking
either MALE or FEMALE located at the top-left and top-right corners
(randomized across participants). Meanwhile, the x, y coordinates of the
mouse were recorded using the freely-available MouseTracker package:
http://mousetracker.jbfreeman.net (Freeman & Ambady, 2010).
Results and discussion
To permit averaging and comparison across trials, we normalized
trajectories into 101 time-steps and remapped leftward trajectories
rightward (inverted along the x-axis). To index trajectories' attraction

toward the opposite sex-category, we computed the maximum
deviation (MD): the largest perpendicular deviation from an idealized
straight line between the trajectory's start and endpoints. See
Freeman and Ambady (2010) for further details on mouse trajectory
preprocessing and analytic techniques.
Participants were more likely to misinterpret the face as the
opposite sex when faces were accompanied by sex-atypical
(M = 11.5%, SE = 1.0%) relative to sex-typical (M = 5.1%, SE = 0.8%)
voices, t(40) = 5.38, p b .0001, a ﬁnding often cited as evidence of
face–voice integration (e.g., Hietanen, Leppänen, Illi, & Surakka,
2004). To examine the temporal dynamics of this integration, we
examined trials that were correctly categorized.
Participants initiated movement early after face/voice onset, and
this did not differ between conditions: sex-atypical (M = 247 ms,
SE = 16 ms) and sex-typical (M = 252 ms, SE = 18 ms), t(40) = 0.54,
p = .59. This ensures that participants' movements were on-line with
face–voice processing. Expectedly, response times were longer for
faces accompanied by sex-atypical (M = 1375 ms, SE = 42 ms) than
sex-typical (M = 1317 ms, SE = 37 ms) voices, t(40) = 2.88, p b .01.
More importantly, before participants settled into their ultimate
categorizations, the hand was continuously attracted to the opposite
sex-category while categorizing faces accompanied by sex-atypical
voices (M = 0.33, SE = 0.03) relative to sex-typical voices (M = 0.26,
SE = 0.03), t(40) = 3.81, p b .001, as indicated by MD (Fig. 1).
It is possible that this continuous-attraction effect was spuriously
produced by averaging across some trajectories in the sex-atypical
condition that headed straight to the correct sex-category and others
that ﬁrst headed straight to the opposite sex-category, which were
then discretely redirected straight toward the correct sex-category. If
true, the MD distribution in the sex-atypical condition would exhibit
bimodality (Freeman & Ambady, 2010). However, the MD distribution
for sex-atypical trials was within the bimodality-free zone (b b .555;
SAS Institute, 1989), b = .407, as was the distribution for sex-typical
trials, b = .428 (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
conﬁrmed that the shapes of these two distributions were statistically
indistinguishable (D = .02, p = .99), ruling out the possibility of latent
bimodality. This ensures that the continuous-attraction effect was not
fallaciously produced by a combination of discrete-like movements.
The continuous-attraction effect found in the present study is
initial evidence for our hypothesis that category information from the
face and voice is dynamically integrated over time. In Study 2, we
solidify this evidence by addressing two limitations.
Study 2
It is possible that the continuous-attraction effect found in Study 1
may have reﬂected a less decisive movement toward the correct sexcategory, rather than a genuine attraction to the opposite sexcategory due to vocal cues dynamically biasing the processing of the
face's sex. To rule out this possibility, here we include a control
condition. The same trials of Study 1 were presented, except that the
correct sex-category and an animal control word (farm/jungle)
appeared as the response alternatives. Trials with farm and jungle
animal face–voice pairs were presented as ﬁllers. Participants also
completed identical trials of Study 1. If the attraction effect was due to
a less decisive movement toward the correct sex-category, it should
persist regardless of the opposite alternative. If due to a genuine
attraction toward the opposite sex-category, however, the effect
should disappear when the opposite alternative is not that category.
Another possibility is that the attraction effect of Study 1 was an
artifact of each face being repeated twice in the experiment. Although
this ensured that any effects could not be due to differences in face
stimuli between conditions, subsequent judgments may have been
inﬂuenced by prior judgments in a way that might spuriously produce
attraction. To rule out this possibility, each face was presented only
once in the present study.
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Fig. 1. Mean mouse trajectories of Study 1 (aggregated across male and female targets). In this ﬁgure, trajectories for all targets were remapped rightward, with the opposite sexcategory on the left and the sex-category consistent with the face's sex on the right. A sample male face stimulus is displayed (all male and female face stimuli were somewhat sexambiguous). A voice stimulus typical for the face's sex (masculine) is shown on the right (audio waveform depicted in blue), next to the mean trajectory for sex-typical trials. Its
atypical (feminine) counterpart is shown on the left, next to the mean trajectory for sex-atypical trials (audio waveform depicted in purple). During an actual trial, a single face was
centered at the bottom of the screen while the voice stimulus played. The bar graph shows trajectories' maximum deviation toward the opposite sex-category separately for sextypical and sex-atypical trials (error bars denote standard error of the mean).

Method

Results and discussion

Twenty-ﬁve individuals participated in exchange for $10. Using
the stimuli of Study 1, participants engaged in 20 experimental and 20
control trials (each containing 10 sex-typical and 10 sex-atypical
face–voice pairs, half male and half female). Experimental trials were
identical to those in Study 1, involving a MALE vs. FEMALE decision,
whereas control trials involved a decision between the correct sexcategory and FARM or JUNGLE. Ten farm and ten jungle animals were
used as ﬁller trials, which involved a decision between the correct
animal-category and MALE or FEMALE. Additional 20 faces (10 males and
10 females) were generated so that each face could be presented only
once across the experiment. Full details of the study's methods are
provided in the Supplementary methods.

Preprocessing was identical to that of Study 1. A repeatedmeasures ANOVA on MD values indicated a signiﬁcant sex-typicality
(typical, atypical) × condition (experimental, control) interaction,
F(1,24) = 5.28, p b .05. When the unselected response alternative was
the opposite sex-category (experimental trials), the attraction effect of
Study 1 replicated, with trajectories for sex-atypical face–voice pairs
(M = 0.38, SE = 0.05) showing higher MD than sex-typical pairs
(M = 0.28, SE = 0.03), t(24) = 3.26, p b .01 (Fig. 3). Distributional
analyses indicated that this continuous-attraction effect was not the
spurious result of a combination of discrete-like movements (see
Supplementary results). When the unselected response alternative was
an animal control word (control trials), however, the attraction effect

Fig. 2. Histograms of the z-normalized distribution of trajectories' maximum deviation (MD) values in the sex-typical and sex-atypical conditions. The plots illustrate unimodality
and a lack of bimodality.
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Fig. 3. Mean mouse trajectories in the experimental condition of Study 2 (aggregated across male and female targets). In this ﬁgure, trajectories for all targets were remapped
rightward, with the opposite sex-category on the left and the sex-category consistent with the face's sex on the right. A sample male face stimulus and sample voice stimuli are
displayed, as they were shown in Fig. 1. Unlike in Study 1, each face was only presented once in the experiment. The bar graph shows trajectories' maximum deviation toward the
opposite sex-category separately for sex-typical and sex-atypical trials (error bars denote standard error of the mean).

disappeared, with MD in the sex-atypical condition (M = 0.26,
SE= 0.04) no greater than MD in the sex-typical condition (M = 0.23,
SE= 0.04), t(24) = 1.02, p = .32 (Fig. 4). The main effects of this ANOVA
in addition to analyses of accuracy, initiation times, and response times
appear in the Supplementary results.

We replicated the continuous-attraction effect found in Study 1
and demonstrated that it cannot be attributed to less decisive
movements. Instead, we showed that the effect reﬂects a genuine
parallel attraction to the opposite sex-category, solidifying our
evidence for temporally dynamic face–voice integration. Moreover,

Fig. 4. Mean mouse trajectories in the control condition of Study 2 (aggregated across male and female targets). In this ﬁgure, trajectories for all targets were remapped rightward,
with the animal control word (FARM or JUNGLE) on the left and the sex-category consistent with the face's sex on the right. A sample male face stimulus and sample voice stimuli are
displayed, as they were shown in Figs. 1 and 3. Unlike in Study 1, each face was only presented once in the experiment. The bar graph shows trajectories' maximum deviation toward
the animal control word separately for sex-typical and sex-atypical trials (error bars denote standard error of the mean).
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by presenting faces only once, we assured that face repetition did not
confound the attraction effect. In fact, the effect found in the present
study was considerably larger than that found in Study 1, perhaps due
to repeated judgments of the same face in Study 1 weakening the
attraction.
General discussion
While participants' hands were moving en route to making a sexcategorization of the face, the simultaneous processing of a sex-atypical
voice led the hand to travel closer to the opposite sex category,
continuously across the course of construal. This is evidence that
ongoing voice perception continuously biased face perception across
processing and that information from the voice was gradually integrated
with information from the face. At each moment during the categorization of sex-atypical pairs, mouse movements were neither in a
discrete pursuit straight to the MALE response nor in a discrete pursuit
straight to the FEMALE response. Rather, as seen with the conspicuous
curving of the trajectory toward the opposite sex-category in Figs. 1
and 3, at each moment the location of the mouse was in a weighted
combination of one pursuit consistent with face processing (e.g., male)
and a simultaneous pursuit consistent with voice processing (e.g.,
female), while the mouse progressively stabilized onto ultimate
interpretations of the face. Thus, mouse trajectories reﬂected a gradual
incorporation of category information from the face and voice as it
accumulated from each source in real-time.
Very few studies have examined face–voice interactions in
perceiving social categories, such as sex (Masuda et al., 2005; Smith
et al., 2007). The present work thus provides further support that
social categorization involves face–voice integration. It also extends
these studies by providing insight into the continuous temporal
dynamics underlying the categorization process. It is also noteworthy
that, in this process, face and voice information is represented in
parallel, even when ultimate judgments reﬂected use of only one
channel. On trials where participants correctly categorized a face's
sex, vocal cues triggered a partially-active representation of the
opposite sex-category, which coexisted in parallel with a representation of the correct sex-category triggered by facial cues. Thus,
although ultimate judgments might reﬂect the use of only one sensory
channel, here we show that multiple channels ﬂexibly weigh in on
construals and simultaneously receive processing in person perception, and these channels interact with one another over time.
The present studies have several real-world implications. For
instance, face–voice interactions were recently shown to be impaired
in schizophrenia (De Gelder et al., 2005) and alcoholism (Maurage et al.,
2008). Thus, future research could exploit a mouse-tracking paradigm
(Freeman & Ambady, 2010), like that used here, to investigate the realtime dynamics of impaired or abnormal face–voice interactions,
potentially providing insight into how these dynamics go awry. Other
studies in the social domain have found that important interpersonal
outcomes may arise when different sensory channels present particular
combinations of information, such as conﬂicting cues or “mixed
messages” (e.g., LaPlante & Ambady, 2002). Future work could thus
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zoom in on the real-time processing by which these conﬂicting cues are
integrated (as done with gendered facial and vocal cues here) because
subtleties in this real-time processing could likely reveal important
information about downstream social consequences.
In sum, through movements of the hand, we show how results
from face and voice processing dynamically integrate over fractions of
a second to gradually settle onto ultimate person construals.
Supplementary materials related to this article can be found online
at doi:10.1016/j.jesp.2010.08.018.
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